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FOREWORD
This is a special and very unique report. It is one of the first studies to respond to the
recent Presidential Executive Order 13007 regarding the identification and protection of
American Indian sacred sites on Federal lands. In order to accomplish this task in a timely
manner, a method of rapidly collecting information and making culture resource assessments
was used. A small team of culturally knowledgeable Indian people spent a few days doing
cultural resource assessment work that would have taken many months to accomplish through
standard research procedures. The effort resulted in the identification of a “sacred site” that is
both extremely important to contemporary Indian people, and is virtually unique in appearance
and cultural integrity.
The study breaks new ground in that it begins or in some ways uniquely extends lines of
formal communication and government-to-government consultation. Participating in this study
are the American Indian people (with traditional cultural ties to these lands) who have been
consulting with the Department of Energy Nevada Operations Office (DOE/NV) for more than a
decade. Today, when these Indian people function as a group they call themselves the
Consolidated Group of Tribes and Indian Organizations (CGTO).This study is an outgrowth of
the DOE/NV American Indian consultation program. However, because the DOE sites being
considered in this study are located away from the Nevada Test Site, the study is facilitating
communication between the CGTO and U.S. Air Force, the U. S. Bureau of Land Management,
and the U.S. Forest Service.
Because this report is special and in many ways unique, certain sections have been
expanded more than might otherwise have been needed in the on-going DOE/NV American
Indian consultation program. These expanded discussions provide the new reader with an
overview of the DOE/NV American Indian consultation program as it has evolved over the past
decade and insights into how this rapid cultural assessment methodology compares with more
typical full-scale cultural resource assessment. The purpose of this study, however, was only to
find sacred sites. This study was never intended to be a full-scale cultural assessment as is
normally conducted by the DOE/NV. Any comparisons with a full-scale cultural assessment
should take into consideration the narrow purpose of this study.
The title of this report reflects a discussion by the Western Shoshone, Owens Valley
Paiute, and Southern Paiute members of this study team. Each suggested titles which we thought
best reflected our feelings about the findings of the report. These feelings are glossed by the
English term “it is crying loudly.” This title primarily refers to the First Menses site in Hot Creek
Valley, but its meaning can generally be applied to all seven places that we visited during this
study. The title implies that the place (and to some extent the Indian people who used it) is
talking to Indian people today as it talked to Indian people in the past. The place is crying loudly
because it is powerful, and because it is concerned for its very future. The Western Shoshone
5

title was chosen for this report. However, it is important to also present the title that was
suggested in Paiute which is Tsingwera Yaxatey, and which means “it cries real hard.” Both titles
reflect a common communication that occurred between the place and the Indian people on this
study team.
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CHAPTER ONE
STUDY BACKGROUND
This is a report of cultural resource identifications, evaluations, and potential impact
assessments made by the American Indian Rapid Cultural Assessment team (RCA) who
represent the Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations (CGTO). The RCA team is
composed of the American Indian Writers Subgroup (AIWS) who were selected by the CGTO to
participate in the development of the Nevada Test Site Environmental Impact Statement (NTS
EIS). The study is part of the on-going consultation program established between the Department
of Energy, Nevada Operations Office (DOE/NV) and the 17 American Indian tribes and 3 Indian
organizations who have traditional and historic ties to DOE/NV managed lands.
This study responds to two DOE/NV American Indian consultation activities (1) the
recent site-wide environmental impact statement for the NTS and (2) Presidential Executive
Order #13007 regarding American Indian sacred sites protection. The study is an outgrowth of
the on-going DOE/NV American Indian Consultation Program. Each of these are briefly
discussed with reference to this rapid cultural assessment.
Nevada Test Site Environmental Impact Statement
This cultural assessment was requested by the AIWS during their work related to the
NTS-EIS. Appearing in the Draft EIS, was a document entitled “American Indian Comments for
the NTS EIS (dated May 5, 1995, see also Final EIS 1996). In these responses to the NTS EIS,
the AIWS specifically affirmed
that the Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations knows that the Tonopah
Test Range and the Central Nevada Test Area contain a variety of cultural
resources including plants, animals, archaeology sites, and places of historic value
to Indian people. Because no Indian people officially representing the CGTO had
visited these sites, the CGTO cannot provide site-specific information at this time.
At a CGTO meeting (March 17-19, 1995) the CGTO requested that “Opportunities must be
provided to view unvisited sites to make proper recommendations.” The DOE/NV response to
this request on April 17, 1995 was that the DOE/NV would consider incorporating language into
the NTS EIS that would allow for members of the three ethnic groups to participate in the
cultural resource survey of project sites before any ground disturbing activities (Stoffle and
Zedeno 1995: Appendix B). That commitment is being enacted through the site visits associated
with this study because site-specific information now is needed to begin to assess the potential
impacts of planned DOE/NV activities at these sites. This RCA study is responsive to the request
by the CGTO and to this DOE/NV commitment.
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Presidential Executive Order 13007
Just after the CGTO recommendation in the NTS EIS, the President of the United States
issued Executive Order 13007 on May 14, 1996 regarding the identification and protection of
American Indian sacred sites on Federal lands. This RCA study is responsive to that Presidential
Executive Order.
The full Executive Order is presented in Appendix A, but briefly it contains the following
information and guidance on this issue:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the
United States, in furtherance of Federal treaties, and in order to protect and
preserve Indian religious practices, it is hereby ordered:
Section 1. Accommodation of Sacred Sites. (a) In managing Federal lands, each
executive branch agency with statutory or administrative responsibility for the
management of Federal lands shall, to the extent practicable, permitted by law,
and not clearly inconsistent with essential agency functions, (1) accommodate
access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites by Indian religious
practitioners and (2) avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity of such
sacred sites. Where appropriate, agencies shall maintain the confidentiality of
sacred sites.
The Executive Order went on to define what it meant by the term sacred site.
“Sacred site” means any specific, discrete, narrowly delineated location on
Federal land that is identified by an Indian tribe, or Indian individual determined
to be an appropriately authoritative representative of an Indian religion, as sacred
by virtue of its established religious significance to, or ceremonial use by, an
Indian religion; provided that the tribe or appropriately authoritative
representative of an Indian religion has informed the agency of the existence of
such a site.
Department of Energy, Nevada Operations - American Indian Consultation Program
The DOE/NV for more than a decade has sponsored consultation interactions between
American Indian peoples having traditional or historic ties to the Nevada Test Site and
surrounding areas where DOE activities occur. These interactions are termed here the American
Indian Consultation Program (AICP), even though they reflect the compliance activities of more
than one DOE/NV division. During this period the numerous compliance activities that have
occurred did so in response to a variety of Federal laws, acts, and executive orders. These studies
were responsive to the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA), Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, and the National Environmental Policy Act. Past
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consultations are relevant to this study because (1) they established the NTS cultural affiliation
which identified the American Indian tribes and Indian organizations that are a part of this study
and (2) because the AICP studies provided much of the cultural information that was used as a
base by the RCA team in this study. For these reasons, the RCA team asked that this report
contain a brief summary of the DOE/NV AICP studies.
AICP consultation program began in 1987 as part of the Yucca Mountain Project’s
(YMP) consultation with American Indian tribes. The program defined 16 American Indian
Tribes and 3 Indian organizations as having traditional or historic cultural ties to the NTS. This
initial cultural affiliation assessment was based on a study entitled “Native Americans and
Nuclear Waste Storage at Yucca Mountain, Nevada: Potential Impacts of Site Characterization
Activities” (Stoffle 1987). This study was later revised and published as “American Indians and
Nuclear Waste Storage: The Debate at Yucca Mountain, Nevada” (Stoffle and Evans 1988,
Stoffle and Evans 1992). The completeness of that study was tested in three ways (1) through onsite ethnoarchaeology interviews conducted in 1987 (Stoffle, Evans, and Harshbarger 1989), (2)
through on-site ethnobotany interviews conducted in 1988 (Stoffle, Evans, and Halmo 1989),
and (3) through an extensive literature review conducted in 1988-1989 (Stoffle, Olmsted, and
Evans 1990). After these years of further study, one additional tribe was added to the DOE/NV
AICP consultation, thus increasing it to 17 tribes and 3 Indian organizations.
DOE/NV continued the YMP consultation and extended it to consider potential cultural
impacts resulting from the underground testing program on Pahute and Rainier Mesas. That
program began with an additional literature review and new study design which was published in
a report entitled NTS American Indian Religious Freedom Act Compliance Program, Complying
with AIRFA (Pippin ed. 1991). An on-site ethnobiology study began in the early summer of 1992
and an ethnoarchaeology study was conducted in late summer of 1992. A mail survey was sent to
members of the 17 tribes and organizations in early 1993. A final report of findings was issued
as Native American Cultural Resources on Pahute and Rainier Mesas, Nevada Test Site in
March of 1994 (Stoffle, et. al 1994).
After working together for almost seven years, the 17 tribes and 3 Indian organizations
decided to formally recognize their function as a group of Indian people. To emphasize their
common purpose and unity, they suggested the DOE/NV refer to them as the Consolidated
Group of Tribes and Organization (CGTO). The importance of this action for the agency and the
tribes is summarized in a brief article written by David Halmo entitled “With One Voice:
Collective Action in Cultural Impact Assessment” (Halmo 1994).
In 1994, the DOE/NV shifted the focus of its AICP from identifying new cultural
resources located on the NTS, to identifying cultural resources that had already been removed
from the NTS. This consultation was in compliance with the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act (1990). This consultation lasted for two years and its findings were
published on July 15, 1996 in the report Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Action Consultation and the Nevada Test Site Collection (Stoffle, Zedeno, Austin, and Halmo
1996).
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In 1995, the DOE/NV invited the CGTO to participate in the NTS-EIS. A subgroup was
formed by the CGTO to directly participate in writing text for the NTS-EIS. The work of this
group was reviewed by the CGTO and incorporated into the Final EIS (1996).
In 1997, DOE/NV began a full-scale study under the AICP. An American Indian Rock
Art Subgroup of the CGTO has met and participated in the development of a study design for a
Rock Art study. This study is being coordinated with archaeologists from the Desert Research
Institute, University of Nevada System. The study (Zedeno and Stoffle 1996) began in the spring
of 1997 and is to be completed in the fall of 1997.
This American Indian Rapid Cultural Assessment
The DOE/NV asked whether members of an existing subcommittee of the CGTO could
serve to conduct a RCA, inasmuch as the study needed to be completed before the next CGTO
meeting. The spokesman for the CGTO suggested that this task be conducted on an interim basis
by members of the American Indian Writers Subgroup (AIWS). The AIWS was an active
subcommittee of the CGTO and this subcommittee first identified the need for Indian site visits.
The AIWS members agreed to participate in this study under the condition that their RCA team
activities and this type of study would be discussed at a future meeting of the CGTO. DOE/NV
provided funds, through the University of Arizona (UofA), needed for members of the CGTO to
visit the various sites.
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CHAPTER TWO
METHODOLOGY
Cultural resource studies can be conducted in a variety of ways, with each methodology
having comparative advantages or disadvantages. In general, a cultural resource study should be
designed to match the desires of the Indian people to have sufficient time and resources so they
can visit places and make judgments. In addition, a cultural study must reflect the needs of the
land management agency to use funds wisely and have findings ready before decisions must be
made. As a rule, the more cultural studies that have occurred between American Indian groups
and a specific federal land management agency, the more extensive will be the cultural resource
data base. The speed and quality of subsequent studies will directly reflect the quality of the
American Indian data base and the amount of trust that has been generated as a result of previous
studies.
This chapter discusses the range of data collection methods that are available to land
managers who are working with American Indian people. It is critical that the participants in a
study discuss alternative methods and the implications of using one or another. For this reason
and because this is the first time the DOE/NV has used the RCA method, the following
discussion provides a rather broad discussion of alternative research methods.
A Complete Cultural Assessment
The present study was able to build on almost 11 years of cultural resource information
provided by elders from the 17 tribes and 3 Indian organizations that make up the CGTO and
shared as formal reports with the DOE/NV. These studies indicated that Indian people have
extensive knowledge about the natural resources contained on and around the NTS. This
knowledge become available because the DOE/NV had the time and resources to permit tribal
elders to visit places, share information in systematic interviews, have preliminary findings
reviewed by the CGTO, and then have draft reports submitted to tribal governments for final
review and approval.
The CGTO provided a summary of their opinion regarding what can be accomplished
and what should be accomplished in an on-going American Indian cultural resource program
(see Final NTS- EIS 1996, Volume 1, Appendix G). There it was affirmed that
Indian people can fully assess the cultural significance of a place and its associated
natural and cultural resources when all studies have been completed and our governments
and tribal organizations have reviewed the recorded thoughts of our elders and have
officially supported these conclusions. American Indian studies focus on one topic at a
time so that tribes and organizations can send experts in the subject being assessed. The
12

following is a list of cultural resource studies that are required for a complete American
Indian assessment (AIWS 1995:G11-G12):
1.

Ethnoarchaeology

-

the interpretation of the physical artifacts produced
by our Indian ancestors;

2.

Ethnobotany

-

the identification and interpretation of the plants
used by Indian people;

3.

Rock art

-

the identification and interpretation of traditional
Indian rock paintings and rock peckings;

4.

Traditional
Cultural Properties

-

the identification and interpretation of places of
central cultural importance to a people, called
Traditional Cultural Properties, often Indian people
refer to these as power places;

5.

Ethnogeography

-

the identification and interpretation of soil, rocks,
water, and air; and

6.

Cultural Landscape

-

the identification and interpretation of spatial units
that are culturally and geographically unique areas
for Indian people.

Given the CGTO’s experience consulting for the past 11 years and the fact that all these
studies desired by American Indians still have not been completed, it is evident that a full
cultural analysis of places on Federal lands can only be achieved through an annual and on-going
consultation program. This finding is in keeping with a recent analysis of Department of Defense
American Indian consultation programs edited by Deloria and Stoffle eds. (1995) entitled Native
American Sacred Sites and the Department of Defense.
Rapid Cultural Assessments
A Rapid Cultural Assessment (RCA) is used when conditions are such that no other
alternative assessment will provide meaningful identification-assessment and afford the
possibility of forming data-based recommendations to protecting cultural resources. RCAs are
used throughout the world as a research method for providing needed information in the shortest
possible time. As such, they are seen as just one way, but usually not the preferred way, for
doing social and cultural assessment research. As such, therefore it is important to understand
when a RCA should be used and when it may be inappropriate for the identification, assessment,
and protection recommendations of cultural resources.
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Because this is the first American Indian RCA known to these researchers, it is important
to place it into context by comparing and contrasting it with other more common types of
assessments; such as Rapid Rural Appraisals and Rapid Ethnographic Assessments Procedures.
Then, the characteristics of an American Indian RCA will be discussed.
Rapid Rural Appraisal
The study of rural farming systems in rural and isolated portions of developing countries
is conducted for a variety of reasons, but is especially important to agencies concerned with food
distribution and predicting episodes of food insecurity; that is, widespread human starvation.
Rapid Rural Appraisals (RRA) were developed to quickly collect information in crisis or precrisis situations. RRAs have been extensively tested and are now a proven research
methodology. RRAs usually involve collecting qualitative data that help to understand a range of
variables that may influence the delicate balance between climate, crops, health, and
communities (Beebe 1995, Carruthers and Chambers 1981). RRAs study the process of change
as well as the components of specific situations as these are viewed by the local peoples
(Conway 1988). RRAs rely on unstructured and semi-directed interviews with key local experts,
focus groups, and community meetings (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). RRAs are used to lay
the groundwork for more extensive and quantitative research.
Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Procedures
Assessment of American Indian cultural resources recently have been accomplished by
what the National Park Service calls Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Procedures (REAPs). Most
of these studies have been funded by the National Park Service over the past 5 years. While there
has not been a systematic analysis of how each of these studies performed relative to a full
ethnographic assessment, there is general understand that there are definitely times and places
where REAPs do serve an important purpose.
A recent example serves as a point of comparison. The National Park Service (NPS)
funded two REAPs. In Chaco Culture National Historic Monument (NHM), in New Mexico, a
REA was focused on Fajada Butte (Evans, Stoffle, Zedeno, Stoffle, and Kesel 1994). Chaco
Culture NHM was created years ago but only recently has the park formalized its relationship
with culturally affiliated American Indian tribes. The other case involves the newly formed
Petroglyph National Monument (NM), which is located near Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Because both parks produced relatively similar results, only the later one will be discussed here.
A REAP methodology was chosen for Petroglyph NM because planning for the new park
proceeded rapidly and there had been no direct and official involvement of culturally affiliated
Indian tribes. The monument was created to preserve thousands of petroglyphs from damage or
even physical destruction from planned development projects. Another reason for choosing a
REAP methodology was to test the limits of its applicability in the newly expanded Applied
Ethnography Program in the NPS.
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In general, the Petroglyph NM REAP provided tribally-approved identifications, cultural
significance assessment, and park-specific recommendations in time to be incorporated into the
Resource Management Plan for the new park. Soon, the findings from the Petroglyph NM REAP
became the basis of an assessment of a proposal to expand the use of the Double Eagle Air Port
which bounds the Petroglyph NP to the east. Again, the Double Eagle proposal had proceeded to
a certain point in the environmental assessment process without American Indian inputs, and so
it was necessary to act quickly so Indian cultural concerns could have an opportunity to
influence the final Double Eagle Environmental Assessment.
American Indian Rapid Cultural Assessment - RCA
When Indian tribal governments appoint tribal members to conduct a RCA on lands
located beyond the reservation it constitutes an American Indian RCA. Basically, this type of
RCA is similar to any other rapid assessment in the following respects: (1) time, (2) threat, (3)
size of team, (4) agency resource allocated, and (5) quality. Briefly, each of these items involves
the following.
*

time

The time for completing the study is short. This may be
due to emergency pressures to complete the project or to an
inadvertent discovery of cultural resources during project
ground breaking activities.

*

threat

The threat to cultural resources that are or may be
impacted is immediate. This may be due to natural forces
which are eroding the cultural resources or to pressures to
remove earth due to preexisting approved ground breaking
activities.

*

size of team

The size of the rapid cultural assessment team is small. It
includes persons the participating tribe(s) recognizes as
specially qualified to meet the demands of the rapid
cultural assessment.

*

quality of findings

The findings of a rapid cultural assessment are qualified
and subject to further review. Rarely, and only in the
emergency situations, will the findings of a rapid cultural
assessment not be subject to further review and validation
before an action proceeds. Tribal review, however, is
necessary even if the action has proceeded.

American Indian RCAs generally require the same type of research team as other types of
rapid cultural assessments. Indian RCA team members should be as follows.
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*

culturally knowledgeable

Team members should be culturally
knowledgeable, although it is possible to create a
team that has a mixture of skills.

*

physically strong

Team members should be physically strong
because cultural resources are almost by definition
in an area that lacks roads or even good foot access.
Very isolated areas can be accessed by helicopters.

*

good writers

Team members should be good writers, thus able
to express themselves clearly in writing and to write
rapidly in a group setting.

*

facilitators

One or more team members should facilitate the
process. Unless the tribes have such environmental
assessment professional in their employee,
facilitators are expected to come from either the
agency or from universities.

This Rapid Cultural Assessment
In general, it was felt by the American Indian members of this RCA that they should only
respond in this report when the following conditions were met (1) only talk about areas they
physically visited, (2) only talk about impacts from potential "threats" that they understand, and
(3) only assess the cultural significance of cultural resources which are recognized and known to
members of the committee. In order for these conditions to be met the members of this RCA
team had to be informed of the types of impacts that were expected, had to visit as much of each
site as was possible, and had to limit themselves to cultural resources they could see and
recognize. As a result of these limitations, this RCA is limited to these types of places and types
of potential impact assessments.
The members of this RCA are listed as authors of this report. These persons, their titles,
and their Indian associations are as follows:
Richard Arnold,
Don Cloquet,
Betty Cornelius,
Maurice Frank,
Gaylene Moose,

Spokesperson, Pahrump Paiute Tribe, Pahrump, Nevada
Board Member, Las Vegas Indian Center, Las Vegas, Nevada
Museum Director, Colorado River Indian Tribe, Parker, Arizona
Cultural Resource Director, Yomba Shoshone Tribe, Austin,
Nevada
Cultural Resource Specialist, Big Pine Indian Tribe, Big Pine
California

Before this study RCA team members had almost two years working directly on the American
Indian responses to the NTS EIS, so they were very familiar with the various actions that were
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planned for the off-site locations considered in this study. In addition, each of these people had
been members of the CGTO for more than five years, giving them a full understanding of the
types of cultural resources located on and near the NTS. None of these people had been to any of
the sites visited during this study. They were provided with approximately 60 days of advance
notice regarding this study. Each RCA member was provided with a draft environmental
assessment report for each site to be visited.
The RCA was supported by people from the DOE/NV and the U.S. Air Force (USAF).
The following is a list of these people.
DOE/NV Environmental Restoration Division
Frank Maxwell
Scotty Afong
DOE/ NV Environmental Protection Division
Robert Furlow
USAF
Colonel Legle (99th range squadron detachment #2, Commander)
Susan Barrow (99th Air Base Wing Environmental Management Liaison to the
range group).
A question was raised by the RCA team regarding the status of wastes generated by DOE
restoration activities. Even though in some cases wastes are being hauled or there are plans to
haul them to another location for disposal, this American Indian RCA study does not assess the
potential cultural impacts of waste transportation and off-site disposal. Such concerns are in part
to be documented as part of a DOE/NV study of American Indian cultural perceptions of LowLevel Radioactive Waste transportation that is currently being conducted. The RCA team wants
this point to be emphasized because the removal of various kinds of waste, their transportation,
and their disposal are issues associated with environmental cleanup and restoration even if they
are not considered in this report.
The schedule for the RCA team was as follows:
September 23
September 24
September 25
September 26

arrival in Tonopah, NV;
visit Tonopah Test Range - Double Tracks, Clean Slates;
visit Central Nevada Test Area; and
analysis and write-up of report, visit Central Nevada Museum in
Tonopah, NV.
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Field notes were taken by each member of the RCA. A tape recorder was present during the
CNTA site visits but could not be used during the Tonopah Test Range (TTR) visits. Unless
otherwise indicated, all photographs were taken by R. Stoffle. All photographs were reviewed
and cleared by DOE/NV and USAF before being included in this report. The project was
facilitated by the Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology at the University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona. This report has been technically prepared by the BARA team, but has been
reviewed for content accuracy by the American Indian RCA team.
It is important to note that this RCA occurred at a time when the plants were at their
worst for identification and distribution assessment. The year 1996 was very dry, and this was
September of that year. According the Draft Double Tracks Revegetation and Monitoring Plan
(Bechtel Nevada 1996a: 9) some species did not
set seed this year because of the poor growing conditions (approximately 34 mm (1.3
inches) recorded at the site from Nov. 1, 1995 to June 1, 1996.
Thus, many types of plants could not be expected to be present. Other types of plants had been
totally consumed by the animals. Competition for water and plants has probably reduced the
number of wild animals present in these study areas.
All comments, assessment of potential impacts, and recommendations presented in the
following sections of this report were made in writing by members of the RCA team. These texts
were produced in the field during the site visits and during a one-day writing session where the
RCA team specifically wrote text for the next section of the report and outlined sections of this
report that were then drafted at the UofA. The RCA team written comments are presented
verbatim in the next section. Minor editorial corrections have been made where these would not
change the meaning of the original text. Square brackets [ ] indicate where clarifying
information has been added to the original text. The source for the scientific and Indian names
for plants and animals was AIWS (1966) NTS Final EIS, Volume 1, Appendix G, Attachments A
and B.
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CHAPTER THREE
OVERVIEW OF STUDY SITES
The RCA team was asked to visit three different study locales (1) Double Tracks; (2)
Clean Slates 1, 2, and 3; and (3) Central Nevada Test Area. The first study locale is on the Nellis
Air Force Range (NAFR), the second place located on the TTR, and the third locale involves
small sections of land surrounded by Bureau of Land Management and Forest Service lands in
Hot Creek Valley. At each location the DOE/NV conducted some type of testing activity, which
resulted in either radioactivity or hazardous wastes becoming part of the site. So currently, the
DOE/NV Environmental Restoration Division is both conducting and planning actions that will
result in the removal or isolation of wastes from these past activities.
Double Tracks Test Site
The Double Tracks site is located in the northwest portion of the NAFR (Figure 1, Photos
#1, #2). The nearest towns are Goldfields and Tonopah, Nevada (DOE 1996a: 1-1). The site is
located on the eastern portion of Stonewall Flat which is located west of Cactus Range and north
of Stonewall Mountain.
The site was created as one of four experiments that constituted Operation Roller
Coaster. The experiment involved demolishing a device composed of plutonium and depleted
uranium using chemical explosives. Although no nuclear fission was detected, plutonium and
other radio nuclides were dispersed across the site.
The purpose of the ERD actions was to identify the type and location of radioactive
surface deposits and to select among four alternative remedial actions. Environmental cleanup
activities were already completed when the RCA team visited the Double Tracks site. So, the
Indian evaluations focused on environmental restoration actions and future environmental
restoration plans.
According to the Environmental Assessment for this site (DOE 1966a: 2-1, 2-2) ground
disturbing activities at Double Tracks were proposed to involve up to 12.65 acres which would
include clearing 2.5 acres for a staging area, remediating a contaminated area of 7.4 acres,
disturbing an area of up to 0.25 acres to search for and excavate the hide burial site, and using an
area of up 2.5 acres for a well or sump. It was assumed by the RCA team members that the 12.65
acres had actually been disturbed and that a few more acres had been disturbed to plant
experimental plants to test possible revegetation strategies. The Double Tracks Revegetation and
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Figure 1: Double Tracks Restoration Region of Influence Map
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Photo # 1: RCA Team at the Double Tracks Site

Photo # 2: Double Tracks Site looking southeast
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Monitoring Plan (Bechtel Nevada 1966a: 7) suggests that less than 10 acres were disturbed,
because 9.3 acres were to be revegetated in the fall of 1996.
The RCA team’s (Photo #1) visit to the Double Tracks site was largely educational
because the ground disturbing activities and cleanup had been completed before their visit.
Through this site visit, however, the RCA team did gain further understandings about the types
of cleanup and restoration activities that might occur at the other sites considered in this study. In
addition, the RCA team was able to visit the only location that is ready to begin revegetation and
view the revegetation experimental plots (Photo #3).
The revegetation plots contained plants that occur naturally in the Double Tracks site as
well as ones found naturally in the surrounding area. Table 2 in the Draft Double Tracks
Revegetation and Monitoring Plan (Bechtel Nevada 1966a) list the 18 perennial species under
consideration for use in revegetation. Thirteen of these eighteen plants are also listed as Indian
use plants in “Attachment A: Three Hundred and Sixty Four American Indian Traditional Use
Plant Present on the Nevada Test Site,” which is found in Appendix G, Volume 1 of the Final
EIS for the NTS. Thus, at least 72 percent of the plants under consideration in the revegetation of
Double Tracks have a role in contemporary Indian culture, are culturally known, and have
cultural proscriptions as to their cultivation/husbandry, harvesting, and use.
RCA Team Comments
One Person Wrote (RA)
On the way to Double Tracks we observed an old ranch, now abandoned, at Cake
[Cactus] Springs (Photo #4). The spring was surrounded by trees (cotton wood). It
was fenced off by the DOD for protection from the wild horses. Located at this
site was the burial of a miner’s wife who died in 1913 (born 1877, last name
Tait). [Spelling of the person’s name may be Josephine Tate, born 1877 and died
1913] The burial is maintained by family members who visit the area twice a
year. Just past the ranch site was an unusual rock formation on the right side of
the road.
I had a strong feeling from this area which is hard to explain. I know that it was
extremely important to Indian people and was most likely a culturally powerful
spot. Just past this area I saw a hawk by a large stand of Indian tea [Ephedra sp.,
Tu-tup in Southern Paiute, called Tu-tum-bip in Western Shoshone, called
Turupi in Owens Valley Paiute] and other medicine plants. After seeing these
things my feelings were further increased.
We arrived at Double Tracks which was surrounded by several mountain ranges,
a dry lake, and natural passages. We were informed that the site was already
cleaned up. The clean up consists of removing approximately 3-5 inches of soil.
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Frank Maxwell (from the DOE) stated that the work will be completed and the
rad
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Photo # 3: Revegetation Test Area looking west towards Stonewall Mountain

Photo # 4: Cactus Spring on road to Double Tracks
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caution signs will be removed. All the plants were removed and revegetation may be proposed.
Note this site now falls within a designated bombing range for the air force.
Another Person Wrote (BC)
Double Tracks lies in a valley under three mountain ranges: Stonewall, Cactus
Springs, and the Goldfield Hills. The valley is long and gently sloping toward the
base of the Stonewall Mountains. The atmosphere is peaceful and relaxing as the
eyes gaze here and there. If a person didn’t know the nature of this valley, it could
easily pass for one of Nevada’s quieter, reclusive hideaways. However, this isn’t
so, as the Double Tracks area is designated as a “hot spot” because of the
plutonium - contaminated soil. The site is relatively small in comparison to other
such sites on the Nevada Test Site, the Tonopah Test Range, and the NAFR.
A fence encloses Double Tracks for safety reasons. Recent work projects are
evident because the soil is freshly wind-rowed. The harmony of the land is
expected to be unhealthy. If there were any cultural resources present, then the
restoration destroyed them. Presently, keeping the fence up is a form of safety and
to keep the animals from trying to get in there to eat the vegetation. Tracks
surrounding the site showed various animal occupations, such as deer, horse,
coyote and burros, with bighorn sheep in the Stonewall Mountains.
A trail goes east to west and looks to be an historic trail. Other trails exist and are
of animal origin.
This area is significant because of the spring in the Cactus Spring Range. Native
people probably used this area for trapping animals (rabbits) or traveling toward
the Stonewall Mountain range to hunt deer and bighorn sheep.
The continued bombings of this area should be stopped until complete restoration
has taken place. The abuse of this beautiful valley has shattered the tranquility
quality of this region.
The proposed revegetation project looked awful, but at least it is a beginning to
help heal and restore the area. This looks promising.
Animals:

antelope, deer, coyote, horses, burros, birds

Plants:

Joshua Tree [Yucca brevifolia, called Tachemp in Southern Paiute, called
Umbu in Western Shoshone],
elkweed [?, possibly burrobush, Ambrosia dumosa, called Kutsiav in
Southern Paiute ],
rabbit bush [ Chrysothamus sp. S’kump in Southern Paiute, called
Sixumbip in Western Shoshone],
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sage [Artemisia sp., called Sangwavi in Southern Paiute, Pavahopi in
Western Shoshone ],
rice grass [Oryzopsis hymenoides, called wa’ai in Southern Paiute, wai in
Western Shoshone, and wai in Owens Valley Paiute ]
Another Person Wrote (MF)
After driving through the canyon to get there, “our” perspective is to comment on
site specific only. After viewing the fenced in place environmentally, there is not
much there culturally. There is limited food source - shadscale [Atriplex
confertifolia, called Kakumbe in Southern Paiute] being the most abundant.
Shadscale being a medicine plan. Though the area is “hammered” by wild horses
and burros, there isn’t much in it plant wise.
Looking at the “experimental land plant restoration,” there were plots of land
rabbit brush [Chrysothamus nauseosus, called s’kump in Southern Paiute, called
sivapi in Western Shoshone ], winter fat [Eurotia lanata, also called White sage,
called sisuva in Southern Paiute, and called sisuv in Western Shoshone, this plant
could also be Ceratoides lanata], grease wood [Larrea tridentata, called yatamp
in Southern Paiute], and other plants. Looking at the plants, some were not
“native” to the area. If restoration is a good through plan it should provide that the
seeds of the plants are from the area.
Culturally Important: In the “Newe” view, the “event” has happened. There is
really not anyway to “restore” it. -- But Mother Earth will heal only through
prayer from Native Americans medicine people, Native American people, and all
the rest of the people world-wide.
What Do We Do About it? If there is a way to scrape the ground, without
radiation harm to the environment - scrape away. “Talk to the plants” - “Pray
your way” as Corbin [Harney 1995] would say. Use the plants from the area.
Have annual visits to the place for prayer and to see if the plants took (which no
doubt they would).
About the animals. As the environmental restoration happens, what about the
animals that eat the plants for survival? Will the fence be there to keep them out?
Now there is a two-fold thing. In order to spread the seeds, the animals should be
allowed inside the fence areas to eat and scatter the seeds. Then there is the horse
problem. Too many ... The land is not able to sustain the horse #s. If there is a
chance to - round-up -- but during the fall. If horses are gathered in the spring the
mares will probably abort their colts and also this time of the year they are at their
weakest (physically). At least in the fall the colts can be weaned from the mares.
Another Person Wrote (GM)
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This area is out in the open. The Native American Indian people will be adversely
impacted by not being allowed to go and visit places like this, because Stonewall
Mountain is a very special place for Native American Indians. The Double Tracks area is
a place where there are many culturally significant things. The whole area looks like it
was used for ceremonies. Offerings were given. The plants and animal life at these places
are very good signs that this area was occupied by our people. I think that this place
should be restored back to its original state or at least close to its original looks. Having
been out to this area! and only this area, I feel that this area has some important cultural
areas beyond the borders that we have not been allowed to look at. I recommend that our
elders visit this place. The springs that are there are well within walking distance of this
TTR-Double Tracks area. This place should be revegetated with native plants. With seeds
that come from within the local area or valleys! Animal life is decreased because of
habitat destruction. Once the mammals leave they will never return. This place needs to
have more studies - plant, mammal, rock, an elder visit is recommended.
RCA Team Recommendation
One Person Wrote (RA)
My main concern for the area was the need for blessings by spiritual persons to
bring the area back in balance. This includes disturbed areas, plants, animals.
I believe that the revegetation of the disturbed areas should be done with culturally
appropriate plant species.
Another Person Wrote (BC)
I recommend that they do the following: protect grave sites, have annual visitation to area
by Indian people, protect the ecosystem - valleys, mitigate animal pits, and cut no more
roads.

Clean Slate Sites
Clean Slates Sites 1, 2, 3 are located on the Tonopah Test Range (Figure 2) which is
located in the northwest portion of the Nellis Air Force Range (DOE 1996b: 1-1). The sites are
located just east of Cactus Flats which is west of the Kawich Range and east of the Cactus Range
(Photos #5, #6). The nearest town to the site is Tonopah, Nevada.
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Figure 2: Clean Slate Sites, General Locations Map
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Photo # 5: Clean Slate #1 looking towards Kawich Range

Photo # 6: Richard Arnold looking at Tumar (Stanleya pinnata) at Clean Slate #1
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The sites were created to conduct experiments as a part of Operation Roller Coaster. The
experiments evaluated the dispersal of plutonium in the environment from the chemical
explosion of a plutonium-bearing device. Although no nuclear explosion occurred, portions of
the surface of each site is contaminated with radioactivity.
According to the draft EA (DOE 1996b: 1-1), the purpose of the NV ERP activities at
this site is to collect data to characterize the extent of the contamination from previous on-site
activities. These data will be used to determine the overall extent of the contamination and to
identity and remove “hot spots.” Data will also be used to estimate the volume of contaminated
oil and debris, to develop closure strategies, and to adequately characterize the soil to meet
disposal criteria.
According to the Clean Slate Corrective Action Investigation Plan (CAIP) (DOE 1996b)
a number of ground disturbing activities are planned for each of the three sites. In August of
1996, the CAIP did not specify how much of the surface of the ground would be disturbed, but it
did discuss the types of ground disturbances that are planned. These include:
(1) site preparation activities involve creating access gates in the perimeter fence,
establishing contaminant reductions and decontamination facilities, and establishing
survey markers;
(2) site sampling and survey activities involve a wide range of ground disturbing and
remote sensing activities, including
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

all terrain vehicle survey
KIWI survey
High purity germanium detector survey
vertical soil profiles
ground zero investigation - which has ground penetrating radar, a
magnetometer survey, electromagnetic conductivity survey, and shallow
hand-auger borings
topographic survey
soil sample collection at 30 locations.

The CAIP could not specify how much soil would be disturbed and where all of these activities
would occur because “...data from initial sampling activities will be reviewed and used to
perform subsequent sampling activities” (DOE 1966b: 4-6). Therefore, it is currently too early in
the process to anticipate how extensive [both wide and deep] and where ground disturbing
activities would occur during environmental clean up and restoration.
This RCA was focused on three corrective action sites. All sites are located on the
outwash flanks of the Kawich Range which forms a semi-circle to the north and east of the sites.
The Kawich Range is from 12 to 18 miles away from the three sites. The nearest springs to all
three sites appear to be Stinking Spring and Silver Bow Spring on the southeastern flank of the
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Kawich Range; Small Spring near the bottom of Cactus Flats, and Cactus Spring and Antelope
Spring both located on the east flank of the Cactus Range on the west of the valley.
RCA Team Comments About Clean Slate #1:
The Clean Slate #1 site is near Antelope Lake (Figure 3), a playa lake that was dry when
the site was visited. It is the smallest of the three Clean Slate sites, being about 500 feet wide by
4,250 feet long. The site is low and flat, and shows signs of standing water when the rains do
come. The site is covered with grasses and Prince’s Plume [Stanleya pinnata] sometimes called
Indian spinach or Tumar (Photo #6). Like the other Clean Slate sites it is surrounded by a fence
which keeps many animals out and thus has protected from grazing the plants on the inside of the
fence.
One Person Wrote (GM)
The Clean Slate #1 site is located near the Kawich Mountain Range and Antelope Dry
Lake. This area has had lots of different native plants: Tumar, Rabbit brush, Sage Brush
and signs of rice grass, but it is very dry. This area could have been used as a gathering
area for seeds. A nodule was found. This gives some indication that this area was used at
some time for producing tools. This area has wind blown mountain dunes around it with
the mountain range debris sand blown down from the top - maybe covering artifacts and
other plant species. That might indicate NA were in this area around the basin of these
mountains or other lowland areas. Water flows to this area from the Kawich Mt. range.
The stream that brings this water is Breen Creek. Clean Slate #1 is a seed source because
all other seed sources have been destroyed by the wild horses. The NA, which in return
drop seed in other areas, also walked through this area to travel from mountain to
mountain range; to hunt and pick pinenuts, and gather seeds, and for spiritual purposes.
Each mountain range has some kind of spiritual meaning to them. The rodents and other
animals are exposed to the elements [radioactive] within the fenced off area. Birds flying
over can become exposed to the elements; then spread the elements to other mammals.
Another Person Wrote (RA)
The area has a good feeling and is part of the cultural landscape. Clean Slates site
#1 we were told that there were no artifacts present, but when walking around I
listened to the area and found a piece of worked obsidian left by someone. This
piece, although only one, was a part of many more yet to be found. There was a
special feeling that is hard to describe. There was lots of sage [Artemisia sp.,
called Sangwavi in Southern Paiute, Pavahopiin Western Shoshone ].
Another Person Wrote (BC)
Visitation of Clean Slate #1 by AIWS produced an obsidian cultural artifact.
Occupation by Indigenous people is evident and suggests utilization of this region
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though archaeological finds. The cultural significance of #1 is for plant and seed
gathering, traveling to the Kawich Mountains, and perhaps camping. Because of
the landscape and the building of the land base from the dusts from the mountain
range, other buried resources may also exist.
Environmental restoration is needed. Surface damage due to testing activities has
depleted the vegetation. The land surface is poorly defined and resembles a harsh
landscape. Animals in the region have literally no food source. Wild horses on the
range are starving. Management stabilization measures would likely rehabilitate
the land. Native American should have a say on the restoration process. Some
recommendations are (1) accessability to area for Native Americans, (2)
monitoring for restoration projects, (3) funding for consultants to participate, (4)
have spiritual blessings for area, (5) return artifacts found to affected tribes if
artifacts are jeopardized by the clean up process.
Animals Present: antelope, deer, coyote, horses
Plants Present: sage, Tumar [Stanleya pinnata, Prince’s-plume ], rice grass [Oryzopsis
hymenoides]
Another Person Wrote (MF)
What is There? At #1, and having only the response on #1 as one site. Again there
is not much there culturally (i.e. artifacts or human occupation - by Newe only).
The DOE was right in viewing it as a “waste land,” BUT!! There is a vast supply
of plant source, especially TUMAR [Stanleya pinnata, Prince’s-plume], with
probably the largest area covered and visited in one place. As we talk about
“indicators “of ethnic group - Tumar was also used by the Western Shoshone the Timbisha Shoshone that is - so it does have its use with the W.S.
Culturally Important. This site is definitely important - especially with the huge
vast area covered by Tumar. Now if in fact the Western Shoshone used these
plants - why not travel here for food. Also, in the immediate area, were ground
squirrel dens. More than likely these were the Kumbi [Citellus sp., Kumbi white belly]. The ground squirrel that lives in the desert. This little critter is also
an important food source to the Newe people. Other animals not seen but had left
signs were antelope - also another food source.
What Do We Do About It? As with environmental restoration, medicine people
should be brought for prayer -- No, let me remind you again, this is the Western
Shoshone way to revegitate the land -- but Mother Earth is healed only through
prayer -- from all Newe people praying together -- praying your way -- also from
all people praying.
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RCA Team Assessment of Potential Impacts
One Person Wrote (RA)
I am concerned for the cultural impacts on artifacts and to cultural beliefs, i.e.,
creation stories, rabbit and coyote stories.

RCA Team Comments on Clean Slate # 2
The Clean Slate #2 site is closest to the Kawich Range (Figure 3) and is located directly
on the intermittent flow of Breen Creek (Photos #7, #8). The site is medium in size when
compared with the other two sites, being about 2,000 feet wide and 3,200 feet long. The plants
on the surface of the site were relatively more abundant than on the other sites which reflects the
higher rainfall experienced at this elevation and the fact that it is reached by the intermittent
waters from out of the Kawich Range along Breen Creek. Like the other Clean Slate sites, its
perimeter fence protects the plants from grazing by wild animals.
One Person Wrote (GM)
This place is near Kawich Mt., Silverbow Springs and Breen Creek. Breen Creek runs
down to CL #2 which helps the rabbit brush grow. At this site there is almost the same
stuff as CL #1. At CL#2 rice grass is more apparent. These three areas can be used as
temporary camps and trails that lead from camp to camp or from spring to spring.
Another Person Wrote (RA)
A tremendous abundance of Tumar in this area. One of the biggest I've seen. A
good plant area. Looked dry - no rain. Nobody talks to the area or the plants.
There is lots of sage (Photo #9) and wa’ai (Indian rice grass) [Oryzopsis
hymenoides].
Found a nodule (possibly chalcedony) along the road (outside the parameter
fence). This test area was extremely large. Inside the fenced area were skeletons
of 2 horses which were trapped inside by the fence. Outside was another horse
skeleton.
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Figure 3: Clean Slate Sites Map
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Photo # 7: Clean Slate #2 RCA team with Scotty Afong

Photo # 8: Clean Slate #2 Frank Maxwell and Richard Stoffle
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Photo # 9: Clean Slate #2, Betty Cornelius and big sage
Another Person Wrote (BC)
The landscape is almost barren. The wild horses have no food source. They
desperately stick their necks through the fencing (Photo #10) to eat the rice grass
on the other side. Native American AIWS members offered management advice
as to how to alleviate this problem. Another AIWS member discovered a nodule
in this area. Cultural significance suggests occupation of Indigenous people. Area
plus subsurface may offer other buried resources.
Recommendation for restoration: (1) provide access for Native Americans, (2)
monitoring by Native Americans of restoration project, (3) reviews from DOE,
(4) annual visitation by NA, (5) protection of ecosystem - valleys, and (6)
resources are limited.
Another Person Wrote (MR)
What is There? Now there was lot of “wa’ai” (Indian rice grass) [Oryzopsis hymenoides]
-- a seed island. If there were no horses to clean the rice grass out it would be great. Long
ago the women would come and harvest the seeds in the spring. It was a tedious process.
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After the chaff was cleaned by burning them, then it was boiled. With a lot of hard work
going into the harvest. Maybe I read it somewhere (Julian Steward)

Photo #10: Perimeter fence protects Indian rice grass from grazing animals
[Steward 1938] that the Indian did controlled burns to have the plants come out more and
robust. Actually, my grandmother Mattie told me the same thing.
Culturally Important. The seeds of the wa’ai [Oryzopsis hymenoides - Indian rice grass]
can be used in the “3" Clean Slate places. I don’t think I need to mention again that this is
an important food source. Also I saw chitopi a small bird hunted with a wire (in
contemporary times or a .410 shotgun). These birds were hunted in the early spring and
would bunch up in the 100s where the patches of snow dried. Again, there was the
Kumbi (ground squirrel) [Citellus sp., Kumbi - white belly] present.
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What to Do About It? Bring in medicine men and have regular prayer sessions.
RCA Team Comments on Clean Slate #3
Clean Slate #3 is located near the center of the Cactus Flats (Figure 3) but it is up slope
from the playa lakes themselves. It is the biggest of the sites, being about 2,800 feet wide and
12,200 feet long. The site is arid like Clean Slate #1, but because it is slightly higher in elevation
it does seem to have more diverse varieties of plants. Like the other sites, the plants inside the
perimeter fence are protected from overgrazing.
One Person Wrote (RA)
Largest test area of all three. Appears to be very arid. No real opinion or feelings
for the area.
Another Person Wrote (BC)
This area is similar to other Clean Slate sites.
Another Person Wrote (GM)
This area is same as the other two but should be cleaned up.
Another Person Wrote (MF)
What is There? This was probably the biggest of the sites. It is a barren site. It is hard to
make a call on this one due to very little vegetation. That doesn’t mean that it is void of
resources. Now if we are to look at just cultural resources we would be pressed to find
very little, if any -- BUT!!! In the Native American’s point of view cultural resources
does not stop at artifacts because everything else is included.
Culturally Important. Native American occupation makes it important. (I understand that
it is a poor argument for protection in the White world). Again it is a good source area.
To restore the land would be good. Though it’ll never be back to its original state. It
should be cleaned up.
What Do We Do About It? The Newe spiritual leaders should be allowed in these places
to “prepare” the land before the raping of Mother Earth. It will be traumatic to life when
it is disturbed. It’ll be traumatic to the “cleaner uppers,” the animals, reptiles, plants and
everything there. Prayer for the place is important. Let’s all pray in the way we know
how.
RCA Team Recommendations
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One Person Wrote (RA)
When DOE restores these areas, I recommend that an Indian monitor be present
to (1) photograph before and after activities are done, and (2) to observe
revegation of area.
Another Person Wrote (BC)
Recommendations similar to other Clean Slate sites.

Central Nevada Test Area - Corrective Action Units
The Central Nevada Test Area (CNTA) (Figure 4) is located north of NAFR in Hot Creek
Valley (ERD August 28, 1996:1-1). The nearest town is Warm Springs, Nevada. Hot Creek
Valley is bounded on the east by the distant Pancake Range and most immediately in the east by
Squaw Hills and Confusion Hills. The valley is distinctly bounded in the west by the Hot Creek
Range (Photo #11). The sites are all located in the upper portion of the valley, just north and east
of Morey Peak, where the valley narrows and contains Moores Station Wash.
The Hot Creek Valley is typical of many central Nevada valleys that contain a wide
variety of plants and animals living in various ecological zones, abundant sources of water, and
mineral deposits. Hot Creek Valley, thus, was attractive to various Euroamericans who brought a
stage station, ranching, and mining to the valley. As each of these Euroamerican economic
activities were established in the valley, the traditional lands of the Hot Creek Valley Shoshone
peoples were reduced. Paher (1970:353) describes this process of encroachment:
Before the white man came to Hot Creek, the area was an Indian paradise where
an abundance of game and plant life supported a small population. Prospectors
first ventured here in the spring of 1866 and silver deposits were revealed to them
by the Indians...As the year progressed people from districts near and far swarmed
into the region. A two-sectioned town emerged in 1867 and within a year
embraced saloons, post office, hotel, restaurant, blacksmith shop, assay office and
a district population of 300.
Moores’ stage station was soon established a few miles north of the new town of Hot Creek.
According to Paher (1970:353)
Stages on the Tybo-Eureka run stopped here after two brothers in the mid-1870s
planted an orchard, dug a reservoir, built log stables with sod roofs and erected a
fine stone building that still stands.
Despite Euroamerican encroachment, documents suggest that some Shoshone people (see below
the Hot Creek Annie discussion) continued to live in the valley into at least the early 1900s.
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The CNTA was planned to be the site of three underground nuclear tests. Only one of
these tests (called Project Faultless) (Photo #12) was ever conducted, however, each site
received
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Figure 4: Location of Faultless Underground Nuclear Test Site
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Photo #11: View of Morey Peak in the Hot Creek Range

Photo #12: Metal sign at Project Faultless Site (UC-1)
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considerable well drilling in preparation for a nuclear test. No surface radiation exists at any of
the sites, however, each site contains some hazardous waste contamination due in part to well
drilling operations.
According to the EA (ERD 1996:1-1), the purpose of ERD activities is to conduct surface
and subsurface investigations. The surface investigation is to characterize 15 identified
Corrective Action sites associated with the installation and post-shot subsurface testing of the
Faultless project. The purpose of the subsurface investigation is to collect data for input into the
hydro geologic model that will evaluate groundwater flow and potential contaminant
movements. According to the Correction Action Investigation Plan (DOE 1996: 4-1) the
following actions are expected at each site:
Geophysical Surveys - surface geophysical surveys will be conducted over the entire
disturbed areas. The targets of these surveys are the covered mud pits, shaker pad areas,
scrap and trash dumps, and protruding pipes. Surface geophysical surveys will be used to
aid in locating backfilled mud pits, determining mud pit boundaries, locate spilled mud in
the vicinity of shaker pads and breached mud pit berms, characterize pit contents (e.g.,
buried metal), select locations to begin chemical sampling, and provide a limited amount
of near-surface stratigraphic information.
Underground and surface sampling will occur at each of these locations. As many as nine
sampling locations will be established for each mud pit and each drilled core will be more than
10 feet deep. Shaker Pads will be sampled from the ground surface to four feet deep. An
unknown number of samples will be taken. Drilled mud/grout piles are shallow so they will be
sampled with a trowel or spoon. Potential underground storage tanks will be sampled with a
hand auger. All samples will be handled, packaged, shipped, and disposed of in accordance with
approved procedures.
According to the Corrective Action Investigation Plan (DOE 1966)
Management of IDW (Investigation-derived waste) will be based on regulatory
requirements, field observations, and the results of DOE-approved, laboratory analysis of
site characterization samples. Possible wastes include (1) Sanitary Waste, (2) Low-Level
Radioactive Waste, (3) Hazardous Waste, (4) Hydrocarbon Waste, and (5) Mixed Waste.
This Corrective Action Investigation Plan does not provide estimates of the size of ground
disturbing activities for any of the CNTA corrective sites.
This RCA was focused on three corrective sites along the upper portion of Hot Creek
Valley these are UC-1 (the site of Project Faultless); UC-4 the site of an emplacement well, and
UC-3 the site of an emplacement well. These sites are discussed in the order that they were
visited by the RCA team.
RCA Team General Comments on Hot Creek Valley
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One Person Wrote (RA)
These sites are culturally appealing. They are close to the mountains, have plenty
of sage, Juniper, piñons in distance, and lots of rabbit brush. Lots of evidence of
animals, deer, rabbits, wild horses. This area is good. A large selection of artifacts
were gathered (approximately 28,000) from this area. I need to know what is in
that collection. These sites are along the entire mountain range. I believe that this
whole valley is related. The animals will tell you. Watch them. See where they
live and the areas they travel. Watch the birds and the animals. Also present is
water in the Moores Station Wash. Maurice (Frank) had a memory of specific
names of Shoshone families from the Hot Creek Area. At the Central Nevada
Museum in Tonopah, there is a collection of baskets that were made by a woman
called “Hot Creek Annie.”
[Note: The display in the Central Nevada Museum was called “Indian Basket Collection
by Robert “Bob” Williams of Tonopah. Sign also said that Hot Creek Annie’s baskets
could be identified by special diamond patterns which were her personal designs. Sign
also said that the baskets were collected in the late-1800s and early 1900s suggesting the
possibility that Hot Creek Annie lived in the valley in this century.]
I believe and feel that this entire area was important to Indian people. The mountains of
this area are very distinct and they depict the petroglyphs located at Petroglyph Butte.
Great care and respect should be given to this area. It would be very interesting to talk to
knowledgeable Indian people and research historic accounts about the area. Also located
in the area was a source of ompi (Indian red paint) I collected some samples for use. Lots
of Buckbrush [Purshia glandulosa, called u’nup in Southern Paiute, and called hanavi in
Western Shoshone] and saw two bucks.
Another Person Wrote (BC)
Hot Creek Valley is exceptional. The aesthetic beauty of this valley is
unsurpassed. I definitely will return to this spiritual place. The area is highly
significant to Native Americans because of the abundance of archaeology sites. A
traditional landmark exists here at the petroglyph site. Spiritual ceremonies were
held here on a continuing basis and definitely rank as a traditional cultural
property.
RCA Team Comments on UC-1, The Location of Project Faultless
The UC-1 site of the Project Faultless (Photo #12) underground nuclear explosion is
located on the eastern flank of the Hot Creek Range just below Morey Peak. The site is covered
with grasses, sage, and small bushes. Near by and just up slope the vegetation is dominated by
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buckbrush. The Faultless drill hole is about one and a half miles due west of Moores Station
Wash and about four miles south of Moores Station.
One Person Wrote (BC)
The surface Ground Zero blast created a massive sink hole. The earth sank 15 feet
creating the Faultless Fault line (Photo #15). This sinkhole is unstable and
unnatural. In it is a Mud Pit #1 (Photos #13 & 14) that has toxic chemicals in itDiesel fuel and Chromium. BLM needs to evaluate the situation and should focus
on a clean up management plan. This land will never be restored to its original
natural state; however, diligent effort must take place to help heal and restore this
beautiful hillside. Likewise, Mud pits #2 and #3 are to be managed with similar
priorities with the primary intent to be restored from 1997-2000.
Another Person Wrote (DC)
Project Faultless was a nuclear device detonated in the subsurface by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission in January of 1968. Much land disturbance occurred, without the
knowledge [that would have come] from any American Indian consultation prior to this
event. Much of the area - the land - has been poisoned by the construction of many mud
pits, used for drilling of the under ground explosion.

RCA Team Comments on UC-4 or First Menses Site
UC-4 site is located in the northern portion of the Hot Creek Valley, near Moores Station.
Physically the site is located in low foothills on the eastern flank of the Hot Creek Range (Photo
#16, #17, #18, #19). The site is covered with piñon and juniper intermixed with various grasses
and low bushes. The site extends down slope until near Petroglyph Butte. The UC-4 drill hole
itself is about two miles due east of Moores Station Wash.
The upper portions of a small canyon appear to extend into the eastern boundary of the
UC-4. Portions of UC-4 appear to drain into the small canyon, although it appears that other
portions of UC-4 drain into North Canyon and the two predominant washes to the south of
Petroglyph Butte. The northern and western flanks of Petroglyph Butte defines the southern
boundary of this small canyon.
This entire small canyon (and it was suggested that the site extends even further) was
specifically defined by the RCA team as being a First Menses Site (Photo #20). While it is
beyond the scope of this report to fully discuss this important ceremony, a few points should be
made here which help contextualize the RCA team site evaluations. First, in the Great Basin, as
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Photo #13: UC-1 Mud Pit #1 looking west towards Morey Peak

Photo #14: Betty Cornelius, Gaylene Moose, and Frank Maxwell at Mud Pit #1
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Photo #15: Portion of fault below Mud Pit #1

Photo #16: UC-4 looking south at Hot Creek Valley
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Photo #17: Don Cloquet near shaker pad at UC-4

Photo #18: Drill Hole at UC-4 looking south
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Photo #19: Mud Pit at UC-4, Frank Maxwell
elsewhere in the western portion of the U.S., the Federal government charged its representatives
with eliminating traditional religious practices. According to the Western Shoshone historian,
Steven Crum (1994:51-52),
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Indian Bureau superintendents ...
were given the task of eliminating the culture of the Shoshone (and) Paiute people. This
effort was part of the government policy of assimilating tribal people across the
county...On the surface this policy of cultural ethnocide, eliminating the Indians’ culture,
was largely successful. But the deep-rooted native culture, the result of thousands of
years of development, could not be totally eliminated. One practice that persisted into the
twentieth century was the isolation of women during menstruation. The superintendent
could not forbid this practice since it would cause him embarrassment if he invaded
native female privacy.
It is important to note that Crum used the phrase “on the surface” which means that many Indian
ceremonies could no longer be conducted in public but they were continued when possible in
places of refuge. There are two important implications of this observation. First, many Indian
ceremonies had to be practiced where there were no or few outsiders. Second, Indian people
began a process of officially denying that they still practiced these officially illegal ceremonies.
These two events resulted in reduced number of eyewitness accounts of ceremonies and in
concealing information from those who sought knowledge about Indian customs, especially
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ethnographers. As a result, there is a very fragmentary published record regarding all Indian
ceremonial activities. It is certainly true that only Indian people today retain a full understand of
the meaning and structure of their ceremonial activities.
The published record does provide some insights regarding the First Menses ceremony
which help contextualize the interpretations of the RCA team. Briefly these are organized by
some of the key elements of the ceremony that remain today at the First Menses site. These are
the elements that the RCA team would like to identify and thus try to provide some protection
from proposed DOE activities. The First Menses cultural elements described in the published
literature are:
Subsistence activities - According to D’Azevedo (1986:477) ethnographers have tended
to overlook the religious and social aspect of women’s subsistence activities. Of
particular significance was the consecration of the female role in the girls’ puberty rites
in which symbolic acts connected with gathering and domestic chores were given
emphasis as well as taboos against eating meat and fish.
Water - According to Kelly and Fowler (1986:380) the girl’s puberty rite followed the
patterns outlined for childbirth...seclusion, use of the hotbed at night, use of the
scratching and tooth sticks, and a taboo on meat, salt, and drinking cold water. The
conclusion was marked by bathing, washing and trimming the hair, and painting the face
or body red.
Red paint - According to Kelly and Fowler (1986:373-375) red paint was smeared on
face and body for skin protection and for esoteric reasons (boy’s first [animal] game;
girl’s first menses; birth).
Relations With Bear - Callaway, Janeski and Stewart (1986: 352 ) noted among the
Numic speaking Utes, that during a girl’s puberty ceremony, menstrual huts were
sometimes located near to Bear Dance grounds during which newly pubescent females
danced in public recognition of her new status.
According to Jorgensen (1986:663) it seems clear that aboriginal Ute dance was
performed to propitiate bears, to make Ute hunters more successful, and to make men and
women successful in their sex lives. It was also used as the public announcement of the
completion of the girls’ puberty ritual. Utes equate the dance with the girls’ puberty
ceremony of the Apache.
Role of plants in ceremony - Big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) is another most
respected plant. Its burning signifies purification of the living...it is often associated with
girls’ puberty ceremonies, being used as part of the costuming or as a wand with which
girls are ceremonially sprinkled with water (Fowler 1986: 97).
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Vulva Petroglyphs - The presence of what are termed vulva petroglyphs (or vulva glyphs)
has been interpreted as being associated with girls’ adolescence ceremonies (Davis 1961,
Patterson 1992:203, Schaafsma 1986:221).
Thus, the literature suggests a relationship between many of the elements of the First Menses site
as these have been identified by the RCA team. The site has the following identified elements
(further elder interviews at this site are expected to expand this list):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

the red and white walled canyon - symbolic of woman reproductive areas, opens
to the east
water source - needed for washing
plants - sage, tea, pine tree and others used in ceremony
petroglyphs - bear glyph is protector of site, vulva glyphs associated with
ceremony
white sand - used for purification
grinding stone source - gift from the place to the woman
wooden pole - used to teach women gathering tasks
mineral deposit - possible ceremony paint source
eagle’s nest - on bluff across the valley from site - may be related

The following are the RCA responses to this site and to these nine site components.
One Person Wrote (RA):
I had not known about this area before we arrived, but I was drawn to it from the
road that passes up the valley. You could feel it. We (all the Indian people in the
car) all had the same feelings, so we stopped the car and took a photograph of the
place (Photo #20). Later in the day when we actually visited the site looking for a
petroglyph panel, we discovered why we were attracted to the place. We
discovered many things at this site: numerous petroglyphs (Photos #21, # 22, #23,
#24), green mineral that may have been a ceremonial paint (Photo #25), white
sand in the bottom of the canyon (#26), a quarry for grinding stones (Photo #27),
Piñon and Juniper, a number of medicine plants (Photo #28), and a 10-foot long
stick hidden in a piñon tree (Photo #29) which was used for gathering pine nuts.
The stick was probably birch and had been brought into this area. This place is
spiritual - a women's spot and is very powerful. This area is related to the entire
valley.
Across the valley is the Squaw Range. It was probably named for all the women
in the area. Petroglyph Butte was used by women and most likely was to train
young women about their roles and were given their first grinding stones from the
quarry and taught how to collect pine nuts. These types of ceremonies would be
conducted by older women and facilitated by medicine people.
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Photo #20: First Menses site looking up slope to east at UC-4

Photo #21: Maurice Frank looking at petroglyphs at First Menses site
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Photo #22: Maurice Frank and Richard Arnold studying petroglyphs at First Menses site
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Photo #23: Vulva glyph at First Menses site
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Photo #24: Betty Cornelius and Gaylene Moose with petroglyphs
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Photo #25: Possible paint source at First Menses site
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Photo #26: White sand representing purity at First Menses site

Photo #27: Source of hand grinding stones at First Menses site
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Photo #28: Indian medicine tea (Ephedra sp) at First Menses site

Photo #29: Woman’s tool for First Menses ceremony with Betty Cornelius and Gaylene Moose
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If you listen to the air, land, wind, animals, rocks, etc. they will talk to you. This area was
definitely talking to me.
Another Person Wrote (BC)
[Field Notes - Accompanied by drawings and immediate responses to the entrance of the
canyon]
Spiritual place/sacred
Similarities to Grapevine Canyon
Point of Origin
Keeper of the Canyon
Cave with fire
Healing place
Powerful
Pilgrimage
Visual resources high, my senses enjoyed this place
Lithic scatter - grinding stones for medicinal purposes and pain
Ceremonial purpose
Facing east
White area - purification
TCP
I’m glad to be here
[Field notes - accompanied by drawing and responses to back of canyon]
30- days
Green malachite
Puberty rights/ceremonies
Canyon represents: Woman
Purification, place of origin,
Nurturing place
Puberty ceremony place,
Spiritual guidance
Traditional Cultural Properties (TCP)
[Later Analysis:] The petroglyph site at the base of the mountain is symbolic of
the importance of this whole area. There is a similar canyon in Laughlin, Nevada
that is recognized by Federal government and tribal governments as a creation
place or point of beginning and is handled/managed as a sacred site. Hot Creek
Valley Petroglyph site is a place of importance. Maybe it can be said that this
place is a sacred ceremonial landmark used for purification or puberty/changing
woman ceremonies. The sacred site in Laughlin is not just a canyon or a segment
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of the mountain, but is the whole mountain - top, bottom, center, etc. It has no
boundaries affixed to it -- one part is not greater than the other. It has raised a
complex question as to how to consider a boundary for this mountain because
Indian tribes recognize no such boundary. Like wise, Hot Creek Valley is bonded
all together and one part is not greater than the other and no limited boundary
should be set upon it.
Another Person Wrote (GM)
[The following are notes transcribed exactly including line spacing:]
Here I sit with a datum stake driven into the mountain.
With the panels sitting there so peacefully. I can’t understand where the flies come from.
Pinenut birds are making noises.
The panels are so beautiful but are being defaced by people who don’t understand these
stories.
Each little panel tells a story. About the deer, rabbits, pinenuts. The nearby mountains.
The wind passes through every nook and cranny making a different noise each time. With
her hair making different sounds with each strand.
Like the sage brush or rabbit brush.
Each word giving a different message.
This little canyon is a sacred place with a different story each time.
In this little canyon sits - Indian tea, plenty of Indian foods. The people who lived here
were healthy people.?!! Pine nut trees
Pine nut pole.
Bear is the keeper.
This is a sacred site
I’m sure glad to be here/would be here forever.
Another Person Wrote (MF)
A very important TCP site is at Petroglyph Butte. A site that has a deep religious value to
it and all. I will not dwell on this interpretation in case someone is misled or coerced in
my train of thought.
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What is culturally important?
1. Guardian or keeper of the panel - a bear [petroglyph]
2. Green type of rock - in Shoshone way - a similar color rock was used for protection
against bad spirits.
3. A whole bunch of “vulva glyphs” at mouth of canyon.
4. Certain drawings indicate uses by medicine people - actually the drawing were done
by them.
5. The artifacts - broken and a source of “due-so” [tusu] rocks (not a quarry site).
6. The white color of the ground - for healing and purification.
7. The pine nut staff - signifies woman’s tools.
All these tie into a place eligible under a TCP and Sacred Site and NAGPRA site -- This
makes it protectable and the governments are obligated to its upmost protection. (It is a
first Menses site).
Now the petroglyph panel is not the only one important, but also the Morey Peak area
along its’ east side.
RCA Team Assessment of Potential DOE Impacts To First Menses Site
One Person Wrote (RA)
I saw a pink pin flag, similar to the ones located at the other DOE Hot Creek sites.
The flag had 4-digits. Up the wash just past the flag were two very old circular
petroglyphs with a small circle in the center of each one (Photo #30). They
represent the doctor rock on the NTS [Nevada Test Site]. A small stick was right
below one drawing. The purpose of the stick is to place in the center-hole of the
circle. I believe the whole site includes the stream that provided water and sage
(Photo #31) for the ceremony and the eagle’s nest in the cliff just east of the
stream (Photo #32) which would have provided feathers for prayers.
One Person Wrote (RA)
This area should be set aside for Indian use and designated a TCP, Ceremonial
site and Sacred Area. It is still used and needed for contemporary Indian
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Photo #30: Two circular petroglyphs in upper portion of First Menses canyon

Photo #31: Eagle’s nest in front of First Menses site on west face of butte
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Photo #32: Stream in front of First Menses site looking north along sage-lined banks
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ceremonies. Tribes should be involved in the co-management of the area until such time
as the area is returned to Indian people for exclusive management and protection.
The sign at the entrance to the canyon, which cites it is protected under the 1906
Antiquities Act, is riddled with bullet holes. Some petroglyphs panels appear to
have been vandalized and certain areas had litter strewn about.
If managed or co-managed by Indian people, the likelihood of such occurrences
would be minimized due to the cultural sensitivity or cultural significance of the
area. Indian monitors should be designated to insure that proper respect is being
given to the area. They should photograph the site for comparison from time to
time. The area could be used for educating Indian people/youth about the
ceremonies and for the rites of passage into womanhood. This would be
accomplished by using traditionally knowledgeable people and actually
conducting these ceremonies as appropriate. Additionally, this type of area is used
for a traditional winter story place for sharing information about the importance
of the area and its relationship to the entire valley.
Another Person Wrote (BC)
The DOE and the BLM should work with Indian Tribes in consultation endeavors
to restore and help clean up this area. If any land withdrawal is considered, the
tribes should be notified to provide insights as to the best care of the archaeology
sites.
Another Person Wrote (DC)
After the DOE-BLM have restored this land, I recommend that a spiritual leader be
called to conduct a spiritual re-dedication of the land. Since we are the Keepers of the
Land.

RCA Team Comments on UC-3, Emplacement Well
The UC-3 emplacement well is located just south of UC-1 the Project Faultless site. Both
are located on the western flank of the Hot Creek range just below Morey Peak (Photo #33, #34).
The site is covered with grasses, sage, and small bushes. Nearby and just up slope the vegetation
is dominated by buckbrush. The UC-3 drill hole is located slightly more than a mile east of
Moores Station Wash. Like other drill holes, UC-3 had a number of associated activities that
potentially produced non-radioactive wastes.
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Photo #33: UC-3 Emplacement well looking east towards Morey Peak and Hot Creek Range

Photo #34: UC-3 looking south along Hot Creek Range
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RCA Team General Comments
This site is near the mountain and close to the wash. It has similar plants to Project
Faultless. There is no evidence of archaeology here, but we would like to see the report on those
artifacts to know whether or not any of them came from this site. We are generally concerned
about the plants and the water, but do not see sacred sites in this location.

RCA Team Comments on Moores Station
Moores Station is located where Hot Creek Valley narrows (Photos # 35, #36). This place
is less than one mile up the valley from Petroglyph Butte and the First Menses Site. The stream
that passed in front of the First Menses Site seems to in part derive from the major spring at
Moores Station. The eagle’s nest noted below and in the drawing on the cover of this report is in
the west face of Smokey Butte, which is one of the Moores Station Buttes.
The site of Moores Station was visited by the RCA team but it was not defined by the
DOE as one of the sites for this study. Nonetheless, at least one RCA team member made a
connection between this site and others in the valley, especially the First Menses Site.
One Person Said (RA)
This is not in the DOE study area, but is related to the rest of the valley. Good spring, lots
of plants including willow. Good sage. I picked some for use. Saw an eagle nest near to
this place.
Potential DOE Impacts to Moores Station
No assessments of potential impacts deriving from DOE activities were expressed in this
report. The issue was not addressed by the RCA team because this site was not in the study. The
RCA team, however, would like to add the Moores Station site into any future studies of Hot
Creek Valley. It probably was a central Indian village due to the running water, plants, and
specific location in the valley according to one RCA member.
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Photo #35: Moores Station - stone house near spring

Photo #36: View south along Hot Creek Valley from Moores Station
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
A number of concluding points can be made regarding this American Indian Rapid
Cultural Assessment (RCA) of Double Tracks, Clean Slates, and Central Nevada Test Area.
These points respond to both the idea of doing a RCA to accomplish the site evaluations and to
the sites themselves.
Members of the RCA team generally agreed that:
regarding the RCA method
•

a RCA could provide useful information about places being considered for agency
actions.

•

they would like to have had more time to learn about the actions before entering
the field.

•

they would like to have had more time to write up their identifications and
evaluations.

•

the concept of a RCA should be presented to the CGTO at the next meeting and
the CGTO should formally decide whether or not they wish to have further RCAs
conducted. If the CGTO wishes to proceed with this type of study, then the
CGTO needs to decide who should conduct further RCAs and appoint members
and alternates to that subgroup. The CGTO needs to provide future RCA teams
with clear operating instructions, as has been provided for the CGTO archaeology
monitors. Then, these CGTO recommendations should be formally sent to the 17
participating tribes and Indian organizations for their review.

regarding Double Tracks
•

Double Tracks is a site of cultural significance, but it is neither a sacred site nor a
Traditional Cultural Property (TCP).

•

plans for the Double Tracks restoration should consider Indian views of how to
treat both plants and animals, and how to select plants to be used in the
restoration.

regarding Clean Slates
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•

Clean Slates sites are culturally significant because they were used for gathering
and hunting, but none of the sites were either a sacred site or a TCP.

•

restoration at the Clean Slates should consider Indian views of how to treat both
plants and animals, and how to select plants to be used in the restoration.

•

restoration at Clean Slate #2 should assure that the Tumar in this area receives
special protection and is restored as near as possible to its previous condition.

regarding CNTA
•

the Hot Creek Valley, where the CNTA is located, is very culturally significance.
It probably could be argued as a TCP as a cultural landscape if (1) additional
cultural resource interviews with tribal elders were available and (2) the 20,000
plus artifacts taken from the valley were available for viewing. Both of these
added research steps are necessary to more fully understand the valley/mountain
relationships and the area’s potential for National Historic Preservation Act
nomination.

•

UC-4 or the First Menses Site is a place of great cultural significance that
deserves immediate consideration. This site is almost unique, inasmuch as similar
sites located elsewhere have been “destroyed.” The site qualifies as a “sacred
site” and probably will qualify as a TCP. The site also may be protected under
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act inasmuch as the
petroglyphs and other components of the site are still needed in a contemporary
ceremony. The RCA team request an opportunity to bring selected elders out to
the site to further analyze its cultural significance and to develop more extensive
recommendations for the protection of the site.

•

the First Menses Site needs to be more fully protected through the following
actions: (1) the three federal agencies who currently manage portions of the site
and CGTO representatives should meet to discuss the issue, (2) the CGTO or one
of its members should be brought into a partnership or joint management
relationship regarding access to and use of the site, (3) members of the CGTO
should be permitted to reestablish the First Menses ceremony at the site and (4) if
a land transfer is considered the CGTO tribes would like to be considered as
becoming once again the owners and managers of the site.

regarding environmental restoration
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•

to revegetate with Indian plants, they should be moved from nearby places after
being talked to and prayed over.

•

all environmental restoration should be accompanied by Indian prayers.

•

in order to involve Indian tribes and organizations in environmental restoration
activities the following steps should be considered:
1. adequate notification of proposed activities sent to tribes and Indian
organizations represented by CGTO,
2. CGTO or subcommittee review and assess planning documents,
3. arrange for Indian representatives to visit and study the area to be impacted and
to help develop an ethnographic study design,
4. conduct ethnography (talk to elders and other knowledgeable individuals),
5. assess findings and determine NAGPRA, AIRFA, or NHPA (106)
applications,
6. submit report to CGTO for technical review,
7. submit report for formal review by tribal councils and DOE,
8. have Indian monitors/field assistants participate in the revegetation, and
9. have Indian monitors write a summary of their activity to CGTO.

regarding access
•

the Indian people, like the relatives of the Tait [Tate?] family that ranched and
buried their dead at Cactus Springs, would like to have regular access to culturally
significant places especially what are called “ceremonial areas” under NAGPRA
and “sacred sites” under the Presidential Executive Order 13007.

In addition to the previous recommendations, certain individual members made specific
recommendations that should be considered on a case-by-case basis. The main body of this
report should be consulted for those recommendations.
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APPENDIX A
Presidential Executive Order 13007 of May 24, 1996
Indian Sacred Sites
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States,
in furtherance of Federal treaties, and in order to protect and preserve Indian religious practices,
it is hereby ordered:
Section 1. Accommodation of Sacred Sites. (a) In managing Federal lands, each executive
branch agency with statutory or administrative responsibility for the management of Federal
lands shall, to the extent practicable, permitted by law, and not clearly inconsistent with essential
agency functions, (1) accommodate access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites by Indian
religious practitioners and (2) avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity of such sacred
sites. Where appropriate, agencies shall maintain the confidentiality of sacred sites.
(b) For purposes of this order:
(i) “Federal lands” means any land or interests in land owned by the United States,
including leasehold interests held by the United States, except Indian trust lands;
(ii) “Indian tribe” means an Indian or Alaska Native tribe, band, nation, pueblo, village,
or community that the Secretary of the Interior acknowledges to exist as an Indian tribe
pursuant to Public Law No. 103-454, 108 Stat. 4791, and ``Indian'' refers to a
member of such an Indian tribe; and
(iii) “Sacred site” means any specific, discrete, narrowly delineated location on Federal
land that is identified by an Indian tribe, or Indian individual determined to be an
appropriately authoritative representative of an Indian religion, as sacred by virtue of its
established religious significance to, or ceremonial use by, an Indian religion; provided
that the tribe or appropriately authoritative representative of an Indian religion has
informed the agency of the existence of such a site.
Section 2. Procedures. (a) Each executive branch agency with statutory or administrative
responsibility for the management of Federal lands shall, as appropriate, promptly
implement procedures for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section 1 of this
order, including, where practicable and appropriate, procedures to ensure reasonable notice
is provided of proposed actions or land management policies that may restrict future access
to or ceremonial use of, or adversely affect the physical integrity of, sacred sites. In all
actions pursuant to this section, agencies shall comply with the Executive memorandum of
April 29, 1994, “Government-to-Government Relations with Native American Tribal
Governments.”
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(b) Within 1 year of the effective date of this order, the head of each executive branch agency
with statutory or administrative responsibility for the management of Federal lands shall report
to the President, through the Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy, on the
implementation of this order. Such reports shall address, among other things, (i) any changes
necessary to accommodate access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites; (ii) any changes
necessary to avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity of Indian sacred sites; and (iii)
procedures implemented or proposed to facilitate consultation with appropriate Indian tribes and
religious leaders and the expeditious resolution of disputes relating to agency action on Federal
lands that may adversely affect access to, ceremonial use of, or the physical integrity of sacred
sites.

[[Page 26772]]
Sec. 3. Nothing in this order shall be construed to require a taking of vested property interests.
Nor shall this order be construed to impair enforceable rights to use of Federal lands that have
been granted to third parties through final agency action. For purposes of this order, “agency
action” has the same meaning as in the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 551(13)).
Sec. 4. This order is intended only to improve the internal management of the executive branch
and is not intended to, nor does it, create any right, benefit, or trust responsibility, substantive or
procedural, enforceable at law or equity by any party against the United States, its agencies,
officers, or any person.
(Presidential Sig.)
THE WHITE HOUSE,
May 24, 1996.
[FR Doc. 96-13597
Filed 5-27-96; 8:45 am]
Billing code 3195-01-P
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